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ABSTRACT 

 

The reduction of face to face class sessions at the university level complies with the 

Ecuadorian Council of Higher Education (CES, acronym in Spanish) regulations. Thus, the 

process of teaching English as a foreign language in a public university in Guayaquil, Ecuador 

includes the flipped learning approach as one of the various strategies to fulfill the CES 

academic demands. However, there is a need for guidelines of the effects of the flipping learning 

approach, especially in the writing area. The aim of this study is to generate statistical 

information regarding the effects of learning basic writing skills through this approach in a 

CEFR A1 level course. The research question, Does the flipped learning approach influence the 

scores of the weekly writing measures during the second part of the semester of a CEFR A1 

English level course? is answered through the use of within-group equivalent time series quasi-

experimental design which gave the researchers the tools to analyze data generated from the 

pretest and the posttest and the four weekly measurement scores. The analysis of the 

data displays that in the pretest 50% of students obtained an average of 3 over 5 points in 

accordance with the rubrics; while in the posttest 75% of students had scores of 4o 5. Also, the 

researchers collected data related to participants’ attitudes towards the use of this approach 

through a questionnaire in which 62 % of participants expressed their preference for this learning 

approach over 38% who favored the traditional method.   

Keywords: flipped learning, writing skills, active learning, student-centered approach  
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RESUMEN 

 

La reducción de las sesiones presenciales a nivel universitario cumple con las normas del 

Consejo Ecuatoriano de Educación Superior (CES). Por lo tanto, el proceso de enseñanza de 

inglés como lengua extranjera en una universidad pública en Guayaquil, Ecuador incluye el 

enfoque de aprendizaje invertido como una de las diversas estrategias para cumplir con las 

demandas académicas del CES. Sin embargo, existe la necesidad de generar una guía sobre los 

efectos del enfoque de aprendizaje invertido, especialmente en el área de escritura. El objetivo de 

este estudio es generar información estadística sobre los efectos del aprendizaje de habilidades 

básicas de escritura a través de este enfoque en un curso de nivel A1MCER. La pregunta de 

investigación, ¿el enfoque de aprendizaje invertido influye en las puntuaciones de las 

evaluaciones de escritura semanales durante la segunda parte del semestre de un curso de nivel 

de inglés A1 MCER? se responde mediante el uso de un diseño cuasi- experimental de series de 

tiempo equivalentes que proporcionó a los investigadores herramientas para analizar datos entre 

la prueba previa y la prueba posterior y las cuatro puntuaciones semanales de medición. El 

análisis de los datos recogidos muestra que en la prueba previa, el 50% de los estudiantes obtuvo 

un promedio de 3 a 5 puntos de acuerdo con las rúbricas; mientras que en la prueba posterior el 

75% de los estudiantes obtuvieron puntajes de 4 a 5. Además, las investigadoras recopilaron 

datos relacionados con las actitudes de los participantes hacia el uso de este enfoque a través de 

un cuestionario en el que el 62% de los participantes expresó su preferencia por este enfoque de 

aprendizaje comparado con el 38% que favoreció el método tradicional. 

Palabras clave: enfoque de aprendizaje invertido, habilidades de escritura, aprendizaje 

activo, enfoque centrado en el alumno 
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CHAPTER 1: Summary of the Proposal 

 

1.1 Introduction    

 

The Ecuadorian Council of Higher Education (CES, acronym in Spanish) reduced the 

number of teaching hours in the EFL classes at the university level. (CES, 2013). 

Consequently, some teachers tried the flipped learning approach (FLA) as one of the wide 

range of strategies to accomplish learning objectives in accordance with the new 

governmental requirements. For this purpose, the language center, from the university carried 

out this study, trained the staff through continuous workshop sessions, class observations, and 

video conferences related to the (FLA). According to Brame (2013), flipped learning is an 

educational approach in which students have access to information (books, video 

conferences, power point presentations, etc.) before they come to class. This previous 

exposure provides students the tools to use in class the new information and to engage in 

active discussion or analysis while their teacher supports them by giving the proper feedback.  

The main objective is that learners deepen their understanding of topics and master skills with 

new knowledge in class sessions.  

The idea behind this intervention was to use the flipped learning approach during a four-

week period while covering basic writing topics in an A1 level class in a public university in 

Guayaquil. 

1.2 Aims and Rationale    

 

1.2.1 General Objective 

 

The general objective of this research project was to generate guidelines and 

feedback entailing the flipped learning approach to teach basic writing skills to a group of 

thirty-one CEFR A1 level students in a public university. 
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1.3 Research Questions    

 

1.3.1 Research Questions 

 

The Research Questions used in this study were: 

1. Does the flipped learning approach influence the scores of the weekly writing 

measures during the second part of the semester of a CEFR A1 English level 

course? 

2. What is the attitude of A1 level students in a public university in Guayaquil 

towards the flipped learning approach?   

 

1.3.2 Sub-Research Questions 

 

The Sub Research Questions were the following: 

1. Does the flipped learning approach contribute to improving students’ scores 

in the Post Test Writing Task?   

2. Are there any significant differences in the scores obtained in the pre-test and 

the post-test given to the participants in this study? 

3. Are students in favor or against the use of the flipped learning approach to 

acquire basic writing skills in an A1 level course at a university in Guayaquil? 

    

 

1.4 Overview of the enquiry  

 

Chapter 1 contains an introduction of the study, aims and rationale, and the research 

questions and sub-questions that guided the intervention. 
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Chapter 2 comprises the context of the study through the description of the institution where 

the intervention took place and identifies the students and instructors in charge of the process. 

It also focuses on the need for this research project. 

Chapter 3   covers the literature review and the different theoretical areas surveyed as the 

basis and guidelines for the project.   

Chapter 4   gives details of the research methodology and describes the ontological, 

epistemological and axiological stances. It also explains the rationale for the application of 

procedures and techniques used.  

 Chapter 5 contains the data collected and displayed in a variety of statistical graphs as time 

series design, box plot, and multiple line graph, and frequency distribution histogram. 

Chapter 6 presents and discusses the findings obtained from the data collection of this 

intervention and seeks to find patterns stemming from the data.  

Chapter 7 summarizes the findings in relationship to the questions, presents the limitations of 

the study and the future directions and further areas of research. 
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CHAPTER 2: Context of the Study 

 

2.1 Introduction  

 

Learning foreign languages at the university level requires the development of the 

four language skills (reading, writing, listening and speaking) in accordance with the program 

established by the center of foreign languages at this university (see Appendix 14.3). The idea 

behind the application of the flipped learning approach (Flipped Learning Network, 2014) to 

teaching and learning at this public university in Guayaquil is “to strengthen students’ 

reflective spirit oriented towards promoting personal achievement under freedom of thought 

and ideological pluralism” (ESPOL, 2016). The process already had a head start with Physics 

classes through the use of Peer Project Learning (PPL) which resulted in students devoting 

more time to the subject along with interesting and creative student-led projects presented at 

the end of the midterm and the final term (Seo and Pinela, 2015). 

The focus of the flipped learning approach is to make active learning come alive in the 

classroom and have a more productive class session where the teacher gives personalized 

assistance and feedback (Office of Instruction and Assessment [OIA]), 2017. This goal is 

attainable if students have done the pre-assignments where learners show engagement in 

autonomous learning. According to Holer (1979) an autonomous language learner has several 

characteristics that include taking total responsibility for the learning process which includes 

establishing objectives, selecting the contents and the way they are going to be handled. 

Additionally, choosing different methods and techniques and evaluating them are vital to this 

process.  
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2.2 The Institution, its Students, and Instructors  

 

This university, founded in 1958, has always been a referent and pioneer in 

engineering majors such as Computer Science, Electricity, Electronics, Mining and 

Petroleum, Food Engineering, Mechanical and Industrial Engineering, and Statistics (Escuela 

Superior Politécnica del Litoral [ESPOL], 2016). Additionally, this public university has been 

ranked among the top ten in the country and in the region by the Webometrics (2018) (see 

Appendices 19 and 19.1). Furthermore, it is categorized 69 in the Latam University Ranking 

(QS World University Rankings, 2018). The last accountability report (ESPOL, 2017) states 

that the population in this public university reaches 10,970; 23% are studying careers related 

to the social and humanities areas, the 72% are in the science, technology, engineering and 

mathematics fields, and the 5% involved in the arts area. 

 

Figure 1 Registrations by knowledge area. Adapted from UNIVERSITY, 2018, Accountability Report 

 

Students who attend the university come from various leveled English courses based 

on the results of an initial placement test. Hence, the students in the level studied (Basic B) 

took the placement test or a previous blended learning course (Basic A) as a pre-requisite to 

continue their English language studies. There were six levels of study as follows: Basic A 

and B, Intermediate A and B, and Advanced A and B.  The basic and intermediate levels 

were 90 hours each and the advanced levels were 60 hours of face-to-face sessions three days 

University - 2018 Population

Socials and Humanities STEM Arts
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a week. The first level course covers the basics of A1 and the students finish the entire 

program at B1+ level. 

 The instructors who conducted this research project were full time teachers at the 

Center of Foreign Languages at the university and they complied with academic credentials 

mandatory in Ecuadorian regulation such as a B2 or higher level of English proficiency 

according to the Common European Framework.  Thus, they brought forth a wide range of 

teaching experience. Both researchers had a C2 level certification awarded by a prestigious 

university from the USA and decades of teaching experience at the university level, several 

English language centers, and other educational institutions.  

 

2.3 The Need for this Research Project  

 

The flipped learning approach became an essential element in the university general 

teaching process starting the year 2017 as the number of hours of face-to-face learning 

decreased. Considering that there is a need for guidelines and feedback of the effects of this 

approach in learning foreign languages at the university, especially in the writing area, this 

experimental within-group design study considered an A1 level course at a public university 

in Guayaquil, Ecuador.  The purpose was to get statistical information of the effects on 

learning basic writing skills through the flipped learning approach. 

Educators who use the flipped learning approach aim to make learners gain conceptual 

understanding and procedural fluency using intentional content trying to maximize effective 

use of classroom time. Since direct instruction takes place outside the classroom, methods of 

instruction such as active learning strategies, peer instruction, problem based learning, or 

Socratic methods can be applied as a way to benefit learners with a student-centered approach 

(Hamdan et al., 2013). 
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Vygotsky (1978) as cited by Hamdan et al., (2013) stated that deliberately, the traditional 

classroom has shifted into a student-centered approach. Hence, during class time learners 

explore and create more opportunities to learn. Students are in control of their learning 

abilities outside the group, and teachers increase the learners’ interaction, understanding and 

production in the classroom. Educators in a flipped classroom assist learners to construct 

knowledge by guiding them in the deep exploration of topics. 

 

2.4 Conclusion 

 

Since 2015, at this university, the School of Natural Sciences and Mathematics has 

used the Peer Project Learning (PPL) methodology in Physics C classes which has opened the 

door to similar approaches. The flipped learning approach shares essential characteristics and 

benefits of Peer Project learning, mainly in the active learning aspect.  In the beginning of 

first semester 2017, the flipped learning approach became the core teaching strategy in the 

center of foreign languages in the university (RESOLUTIONS, 2016 p. 14). The fact that 

there was no previous local research on the use of the flipped learning approach and EFL 

Writing brought about the usefulness of this research.  
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CHAPTER 3: Literature Review 

 

3.1 Introduction 

  

One of four people, which is equivalent to 1.75 billion, around the world speak 

English at a useful level. English is the international language used in communications, 

science, information technology, business, entertainment and diplomacy. Two billion people 

will be using or learning to use English by the year 2020 (British Council, 2013). Daily 

contacts around the globe among thousands of people have created the need for a global 

language in which the adoption of English as a lingua franca enables communication 

efficiently with the academic and business communities (Crystal, 2003). In Ecuador, the Law 

of Higher Education requires that students who finish their undergraduate education must 

reach a B2 level according to the Common European Framework (Ley Orgánica de 

Education Superior, 2010).  

 

3.2 Learning a Foreign Language 

 

Among other hypotheses, Krashen (1982) mentions that adults develop second 

language skills in two forms. The first one is through a process called language acquisition 

which involves the unconscious feeling of using the language accurately without knowing 

whether or not a rule is misused. The second, formal knowledge of a language system or 

learning entails conscious use of the rules belonging to that system.   

 

3.3 The Four Strands Theory  

 

Students need to master the four language skills of reading, writing, listening and 

speaking.  Cohen (1981) remarks the importance of focusing on the most elemental aspects of 

language learning and learner-teacher interaction. Nation (2014) claims that when learning a 
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foreign language, it is necessary to set the linguistic goals to be achieved which have to be 

aligned in time and work with the productive and receptive skills (strands). He also remarks 

the importance of using appropriate strategies that encourage learners to develop the new 

language. Hence, Nation (2007) states that an ideal language course should contain the four 

strands (long continuous sets of learning conditions that run through the whole language 

course). The strands that Nation (2014) refers to are: (a) learning from meaning-focused input 

(listening and reading); (b) learning from meaning-focused output (speaking and writing); (c) 

language-focused learning (studying pronunciation, vocabulary, grammar etc.); and (d) 

fluency development (getting good at using what you already know). Cohen (1981) remarks 

the importance of focusing on the most elemental aspects of language learning and learner-

teacher interaction. In a well-balanced course, the same amount of time should be devoted to 

each one of the strands. 

 

3.4 Writing in a foreign language  

 

Leiki and Carson (as cited in Hinkel, 2004), state the programs that attempt to teach 

writing must offer linguistic and writing skills that allow learners deal, make sense of and 

decipher information and increase their knowledge. Leki (2001) states that the goals of 

teaching writing must be clear in the educational system because a wide number of students 

are unsure of the purpose this skill serves. Additionally, when teachers face the challenge of 

having students who do not identify a reason to learn writing an exchange of ideas among 

students and teachers to state the reasons that sustain the development of this skill needs to 

take place (pp. 197-209). The study of the teaching of English writing in China (You, 2005) 

claims that in a globalized world, English writing has increasingly become a practical tool; 

however, some struggles and limitations that affect this tool have require some sorting out to 

achieve the goals.    
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Nation (2014) reports that language production is more challenging than language 

reception because the choice of words and grammatical constructions are part of a process 

that requires fluency development. He further suggests that mastering this productive skill 

requires three types of writing tasks.  In the first type, the learner writes carefully focusing on 

accuracy, uses a dictionary, and requires the aid of a proficient language user to give 

feedback. The second type of writing focuses on fluency; therefore, an ideal ten-minute drill 

or practice can help in this matter. The third type of writing highlights quantity, taking into 

consideration the appropriate conditions where feedback would not be necessary, but it can 

be useful.   

Nation (2007) cites Cunningham and Stanovich, (1991) to point out that people who 

read a lot become better readers and those who write a lot become better writers.  Thus, the 

focus on each one of the strands is important both for instructors and for students. The 

meaning-focused input strand refers to the receptive kind of learning in which reading and 

listening are involved while the meaning-focused output involves the skills of speaking and 

writing where learners are able to use the language productively (Nation, 2007). 

 

3.4 Writing as a skill 

 

Terry (1989) cites Magnan (1985) to mention one basic purpose of writing in second 

language classrooms—writing as a support skill in which learners become aware of features 

of grammatical forms and structures, vocabulary and spelling which later increases their 

appreciation of correct spelling (including diacritical marks), syntax, structures, and 

vocabulary. The second purpose is as a communicative skill in which learners can inform, 

relate, question, persuade, etc. Terry (1989) states that beginner level learners are able to 

write for communication purposes if the tasks assigned are realistic, meaningful, appropriate 

for the linguistic level of sophistication, and suitable for the need. In communicative tasks, 
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students have the need to write in order to share information or to seek information. 

Finocchiaro and Bonomo describe writing as a long process that takes students to a more 

independent period through several steps. The time it takes to achieve writing a composition 

or essay depends on the students’ interests, ages, abilities, and necessities of the language 

skill (1973). 

 The Writing Task 9 from the Teacher’s Guide for the KET Exam (Key English Test), 

is used to test students in this study and it requires candidates to write a note, email, or 

postcard in 25 to 35 words. The idea is “to produce simple written English” (Teacher’s 

Guide, p. 4). This idea relates to Nation (2007) in which writing is considered a meaning-

focused output activity.  

 

3.5 Assessment of writing  

 

The objective of communicative writing tasks is to measure the writer’s ability to 

convey the message (Terry, 1989).  In the KET Teacher’s Guide (2015) the writing task 9 

tests the candidates’ ability “to write short texts with a real communicative purpose.” The 

assessment uses five scales, which consist of four subscales: Content, Communicative 

Achievement, Organization and Language (see Appendix 6.1). Some recommendations to 

approach the task are reading the instructions carefully, identifying the message required and 

who it is for, considering the information needed, responding to the writing prompts and 

writing a draft. The expectation of the Writing Task in Part 9 is to make sure that by using 

25-35 words candidates “don’t leave out important information, and that their message is 

clear” (KET Teacher’s Guide, pp 16). Candidates will face negative consequences if they 

write fewer than 25 words, but they will not face any negative consequences if they go over 

the maximum, although it is better not to do this. 
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Additionally, the KET Teacher’s Guide remarks that this task has a strong connection 

with real life so learners can write short messages to peers and teachers as a way to take find 

benefits of daily situations. Some examples of these activities are to write invitations, 

arrangements for meeting, apologies for missing a class, or notices about lost property.  

The rubric used for evaluating writing task 9 is a holistic one. Terry (1989) cites 

(Kaczmarek, et al) to favor holistic scoring of students’ written work because it provides a 

very strong measure of validity and reliability when assessing overall writing proficiency 

attainment. Perkins (13, p. 654) as cited by Terry (1989) states that holistic scoring is even 

more effective than discrete point scoring techniques if the grader establishes criteria to focus 

the reader’s attention on important aspects of compositions (common standard to judge the 

quality of the writing) as well as the involvement of one or more readers giving a grade based 

on the impression they have on the whole text (with a set of criteria established prior to the 

evaluation process). 

The idea of using at least two readers to assess writing production is to avoid the 

causes of the diversity of judgment, “1) flavor and personality (‘style as the revelation of a 

personality, individuality, originality, interest, and sincerity’), 2) organization and analysis, 3) 

quality of ideas, 4) usage, sentence structure, punctuation, and 5) wording and spelling” 

(Perkins, 13, p. 654) which usually take place when papers are evaluated by one grader. 

Moreover, this type of evaluation identifies high, middle, and low-quality levels for each 

feature (Perkins, 13, p. 655). 

Terry (1989) states that some factors such as realistic expectations connected with the 

level of the course and the objectives, content, grammar, vocabulary, structures, and early 

stages of composition taught or discussed are part of the scoring guide.   

According to the KET Teacher’s Guide (2015), when grading the writing task 9, the effective 

communication of the message must be the focus without ignoring errors of structure, 
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vocabulary, spelling and punctuation (pp. 16). Terry (1989) warns about the subjectivity 

inherent in holistic scoring in which it is not recommendable to use grammar and spelling as 

the only criteria to judge the whole text.  The emphasis on errors in mechanics impedes 

concentration on communicative aspects when grading and giving feedback (Magnan, 1987, 

p. 130).  

 

3.6 EFL Challenges when Learning to Write  

 

One of the main challenges for EFL learners when dealing with writing is mistake 

free production. The grammar correction in writing has been an issue for debate, Truscott 

(1996) believes that correction of grammatical errors for the purpose of improving a student’s 

ability to write accurately has a negative effect on students’ attitude as well as it absorbs time 

and energy in writing classes. Some of the reasons mentioned are that research evidence 

shows that grammar correction is ineffective due to the nature of language learning, the 

correction process lack of effectiveness is the norm. Additionally, grammar correction has 

negative and detrimental effects combined with the lack of merit of some arguments make it 

a pointless resource in the teaching of writing.  

 

3.7 Flipped learning--Method, methodology, technique, or approach? 

 

3.7.1 Definition of terms 

 

It is important to make a distinction among method, methodology, technique and 

approach. The Merriam-Webster dictionary (2018) a way, technique, or process of or for 

doing something or a body of skills or techniques is a method methodology refers to a 

body of methods, rules, and  postulates employed by a discipline: a particular 

procedure or set of procedures. Technique is a method or way of achieving a desired 

https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/methods
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/postulate#h2
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goal. Finally, approach refers to the way of dealing with something: a way of doing or 

thinking about something (Merrian Webster, 2018). 

 

3.7.2 Definition of the flipped learning approach 

 

The Flipped Learning Network (FLN) (2016) considers that an approach where group 

space during class sessions becomes dynamic and interactive because learners have already 

assimilated the information material for classes prior to the sessions uses the flipped learning 

approach. The educator only guides learners through monitoring while they apply concepts 

and have a creative engagement in the subject matter.  

The Flipped Learning Network (2014) states that four aspects or pillars are part of the 

flipped learning approach refer to the following characteristics--flexible environment 

(rearranging the physical space), learning culture (changing the teacher-centered culture 

model to a learner-centered approach), intentional content (developing conceptual 

understanding and procedural fluency), and professional educator (monitoring the active 

learning process and giving relevant feedback to students) 

 

3.8 Definition of Peer correction  

 

One of the elements in the active learning process, student-centered classroom is peer 

correction, peer-feedback. In the Writing Task 9, learners should practice evaluating their 

own and others’ answers, with close reference to the question. For example, learners can look 

at sample answers or at each other’s answers, identifying what the writer did well, and what 

they could improve (KET Teacher’s Guide, pp.16). Participants in the project can benefit 

from peer correction because they can hold each other accountable for the production they 

have in classes. In the KET Teacher’s Guide (2015), planning answers carefully and making 
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sure they are well organized and have relevant content as well as thinking about the target 

reader and writing in an appropriate style are the expectations of the writing production.  

 

3.9 Information on flipped classroom 

 

Farmer (2015) states that flipping a class does not necessarily imply that flipped 

learning takes place, the implementation of a flipped learning approach to teaching and 

learning offers pedagogical benefits because students have access to content and engage in 

tasks where they develop understanding of the topics prior to class. The class time is the 

perfect place for discussion and engaging in profound issues, ideas and questions that have 

come from pre-class content and activities. The website of The Polytechnic University 

(ESPOL, acronym in Spanish) describes the flipped classroom as a model that encourages the 

students’ creativity and sense of collaborative work through the access of content available at 

any time before class and a more individualized classwork.  

 

3.10 Peer project learning (PPL) in ESPOL 

 

Farmer (2015) cites Harvard Professor Eric Mazur and his introduction to flipped 

learning in 2012 at the annual conference of the Association for Learning Technology where 

he was the keynote speaker. Mazur is one of the pioneers on peer instruction, which started at 

Harvard in the decade of the nineties and evolved in what flipped learning is today. He uses 

the terms ‘knowledge transfer’ as the class time devoted to activities such as a lecture and 

‘knowledge assimilation’ as the time students use outside of class to process and understand 

the subject matter. Mazur proposed to ‘flip’ the stages of knowledge transfer and knowledge 

assimilation in which the students become familiar with the material prior to class and then in 

class sessions they assimilate the information they had read or watched previously. Farmer 

points out that Mazur’s reinvention of the course engages students in the learning / teaching 
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culture activity where students have to read notes before class as a knowledge transfer stage 

and in class sessions, they focus on the knowledge assimilation stage. Based on observation 

at the Harvard University, a professor from the ESPOL supports the use of this approach as 

part of the Peer Project Learning Methodology as a way to encourage the student-centered 

curriculum through the transformation of the typical teacher-centered classroom (Pinela & 

Youngjin, 2015). The Center of Foreign Languages at the ESPOL launched a pilot project in 

2015 based on the use of the flipped learning approach to teach EFL during one semester and 

taking one course per each of the levels taught. Due to the positive results and students’ 

approval of the new approach, this project became part of the study program established for 

the year 2017 in this language center. The importance of students’ role as the focus of this 

kind of instruction is remarkable as they have to get knowledge through the material received 

from the teachers prior to the classroom practice (ESPOL Académico, 2017).  
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CHAPTER 4:  Research Methodology 

 

4.1   Research Paradigm 

 

A research paradigm is the set of common beliefs and agreements shared by scientists 

about t problems’ understanding and solving. Kuhn (1962). 

Coe et al (2007) cites Kuhn (1970) to say shared understandings within the social 

community of scientists in the creation of new ideas are paradigms. Guba (1990) affirms 

three aspects that characterize paradigms— ontology refers to what reality is, epistemology 

relates to how you know something, and methodology has to do with how you find something 

out. Coe et al (2017) believes that the research process has a series of assumptions 

summarized in four areas.  The first, ontology, connects to the form and nature of the social 

world.  The second one, epistemology, focuses on assumptions of what people know.  The 

third area refers to methodology, which involves the procedure or logic followed during 

research inquiry.  The last one, techniques of data collection focuses on methods. Cohen et 

al., 2008, states that in the first aspect, ontology, there are two main positions that range from 

realism to constructivism.   Realism refers to a single objective reality that has no connection 

with individuals’ perceptions. On the other hand, constructivism is a perspective where 

multiple realities constructed by different individuals. Hence, reality here is nor objective nor 

singular.  

4.1.1 Definition and Rationale 

 

There are two main paradigms that help to make sense of reality—positivist and 

interpretivist. Bryman (2012) states that positivism is an epistemological position that 

advocates the use of the methods of the natural sciences to the study of the social reality.  

The paradigm used in this project was the positivist because researchers believe that there is a 

single reality which can be measured and known through the use of quantitative methods. 
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phenomenalism is a view where  senseswhere senses help to confirm phenomena and 

knowledge; 2) in deductivism researchers generate hypothesis for testing and allow for 

explanations; 3) in inductivism the gathering of facts allow researchers to arrive at knowledge 

and 4) objective because science is value free.   

According to Guba and Lincoln (1994) and Sparkles (1997, 1982), the positivist 

paradigm assumes in its ontology (external realist) that knowledge of how things are in the 

form of time and context free generalizations with a reductionist and determinist posture. The 

epistemological position is dualist- objectivist where the two entities (investigator and the 

object investigated) are independent and neither is influenced by the other.  Thus, they act as 

one-way mirror during the enquiry. The methodology uses the verification of hypothesis that 

require empirical tests for verification and the conditions are carefully controlled to prevent 

the outcome from being improperly manipulated (Cohen, 2008).  

 

4.1.2 Methodological Stances  

 

4.1.2.1The Researchers’ Roles 

 

Instructors have an important role in this kind of learning, as they have to make 

decisions related to the skills objectives, the size and diversity of groups, students’ roles in 

the groups, classroom arrangement, and planning of educational material. Besides, instructors 

are in charge of giving clear explanations of the tasks and objectives; monitor and help 

students; and, finally they evaluate students’ knowledge. (Johnson, Johnson, and Smith, 

1998). The two researchers had very active roles in this study. Researcher 1 was the head 

professor of the group of participants who agreed to take part in the project. Both researchers 

made special arrangements so that a part of the two-hour session focused on the application 

of activities planned in this research intervention. Researcher 1 was also in charge of looking 
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for, analyzing, and selecting the educational resources as videos used for the autonomous 

work for each session.  

According to Krajka (2018) accuracy, authority, currency, objectivity and content are 

part of the guidelines when finding appropriate materials online. Learner fit and teacher fit 

are two other aspects to take into consideration. The learner fit characteristic refers to the 

suitability of the materials for learners according to age, level, interest, sext, background. 

Additionally, it relates to the correctness of the material, adaptability to different settings.  

Krajka (2018) cites (Banville, 2005) to point out a more specific criteria for online 

audio or video resources which are relevance and interest, appropriateness of topic, 

authenticity and newsworthiness, pedagogic soundness and length. Arcario (1992) as cited by 

Krajka (2018) subdivides the evaluation into two areas based on the use of online videos. One 

relates to use of presenting language (comprehensibility) and the other is stimulus for 

language production (flexibility of use). When focusing on the use of presenting language 

factors such as comprehensibility: degree of visual support, clarity of picture and sound, 

density of language, speech delivery, language content, language level have a direct influence 

on the choices teachers make. On the other hand, if videos aim to stimulate language 

production factors such as watchability, completeness, length, appropriateness of content, 

level of maturity, availability of related materials that affect the flexibility of use. The videos 

comply with the flipped learning approach recommendation given by the trainer Gudenrath 

(2016) that they should last no more than five minutes. Additionally, researcher 1 planned the 

activities for each session in accordance with the syllabus provided by the center of foreign 

languages of the university (see the detailed plans in Appendix 14.3) and led the 

implementation of the activities in class since students were familiar with her. 

Researcher 2 oversaw the logistics in the implementation of the project, made copies 

of the materials utilized, prepared the curriculum folders, kept track of students who attended 
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sessions, and supported the monitoring of students during the active learning process in each 

session planned. During two sessions, researcher 2 took over and guided students with 

instructions, and had an active role as a facilitator. Both researchers had five meetings every 

week which were distributed as follows: One prior to every session (three sessions per week) 

to discuss and come to a consensus about the materials and strategies to apply for the most 

effective way to implement each activity. Another meeting took place after the students had 

developed the activities in each class session. Finally, the researchers discussed the results 

and improvements for each activity and organized the material for the following sessions 

Right after students did the placement test, pre-test, weekly measurements and post-test, the 

two researchers met and graded each test using the holistic rubric and came to a consensus 

about the grade each participant received as suggested by Terry (1989) and entered the data 

on the computer prior to the statistical analysis.  

 

4.1.2.2 Participants’ Role 

 

The researchers counted on only one group with thirty-two students registered for the 

semester and that number was key in the study; it was not possible to have two different 

groups because both researchers had different level courses. In addition, the other course that 

researcher 1 was teaching had twelve students.  This fact made the research process unable to 

take place with this course in terms of having control and experimental groups. One student 

quit the course; as a result, there were 31 students who had a very active role in this project. 

Researchers informed participants of the study in advance to obtain their written consent. 

They went over all the steps in the investigation and the use of the resources to benefit the 

participants. 

Raths (2013) cites Jon Bergman and Aaron Sams, pioneers in flipped learning, to say 

that his rule of thumb is one to 1½ minutes per grade level, as an example a fourth-grader’s videos 
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should be no longer than four to six minutes; and for a 10th-grader, that means 10 to 15-minute 

videos. Researchers came to a consensus of 5-minute videos as the longest duration due to the fact 

that participants were in an A1 level course, learning English as a foreign language. They decided this 

based on the recommendations they received during the trainings related to the flipped classroom.  

Prior to each session, participants had to watch very short videos (five minutes long 

maximum) and fill the blanks or matching exercises (See Appendix 13) prepared for them to 

make sure they accomplished the autonomous pre-assignment. To collect regular assignments 

from the students, the participants uploaded their tasks on the online university platform by 

the designated deadline prior to class. 

In class, participants worked in groups of 4 or 5 and had the opportunity to use and 

produce what they had previously learned in the videos. They were in complete control of 

their learning process using the flipped learning approach implemented in their classes. 

Findings of a research conducted in Taiwan, revealed that by using collaborative learning as a 

tool to learn, college students felt that when working in teams, the opportunities to help each 

other increased the level of learning. They felt supported and able to communicate more 

effectively (Chen, 2017).   The exercises aimed to make students practice and reinforce the 

pre-assignment in a collaborative environment. Roehl (e.t al, 2013) cites Tucker (2012), to 

state that during class time students solve problems, further information about concepts and 

connect with one another through collaborative learning. 

Thus, they were instructed to work in this way and help one another applying the 

active learning process that Ritchhart et al.(, 2011, p. 7) as cited by Roehl (e.t al, 2013) 

describes as deep learning where active and constructive processes enable learners to reach 

the learning objectives and the instructors work towards changing the paradigms from 

teacher-centered to student-centered.  

https://search.proquest.com/indexinglinkhandler/sng/au/Roehl,+Amy/$N?accountid=131412
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The teacher gave instructions and guided students as a facilitator, the other researcher 

was usually present in the sessions to serve as facilitator, as well (see Appendixes 8.1 to 9, for 

samples of activities participants did during class sessions). 

 

4.1.2.3 Nature of the Research Design 

 

As part of the positivist paradigm, the nature of this research design is quantitative 

and as part of the experimental category, it can be considered a quasi-experimental one 

within-group design equivalent time series design. 

According to Creswell (2010), the equivalent time series design is a type of 

experimental design where there is not a random assignment; there is only one group of 

individuals compared after two or three interventions. This study fits the requirements of a 

time series design because only one group gathered the required number of students which 

made impossible to have a control group. Therefore, the time series design allowed the 

researchers to study the group, over time, with multiple weekly measures as well as the 

pretest and posttest (Creswell, 2012).  Researchers measured the dependent variables after 

each intervention and the group became its own control group (see Appendix 21 for Table 

10.1).  

 

4.1.2.4 Nature of the Data and Research Methods 

 

The data is numerical because the pre-test, weekly measurements and post-test were 

graded over 5 points using the rubrics established by the institution which is based on the 

Cambridge University Press for the KET Exam (see Appendix 6.2). The placement test also 

yielded numerical results. Researchers printed the English Unlimited Placement Test 

available online in a PDF version and used with permission of the publisher (see Appendixes 
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5.1 & 5.2). This test contained 120 questions and evaluated the level of knowledge from A1 

to C2. Considering that the group studied was taking a basic level course using the 

Elementary Course book because they had achieved the previous course (Basic A) or passed 

a placement exam. 

Sixty questions of the EU Placement Test helped to assess the level of knowledge of 

the participants based on the expectation that they would be able to cope with the first 40 

questions to verify that their level A1 was in accordance to the CEFR.  For calculating the 

number of questions that the students must answer in the placement test, we used the 

Teacher’s Guide test where a chart defines the different scores and English lives according to 

the textbook series. 

 

4.1.2.5 Nature of Data Analysis 

 

Bryman (2012) defines an experiment as a research design that attempts to identify 

alternative casual explanations of findings (internal validity) with at least a group 

(experimental) exposed to a treatment and another group (control) which is not, and random 

assignment of the participants to either group. At times, a further group or groups are part of 

the experiment and have access to other treatments. Creswell (2012) states that there are 

different types of design in experiments. The ones used in educational research are between-

group designs and within-group or individual designs. The between-group designs involve 

three types 1) true experiments (pre- and posttest, posttest only); 2) quasi-experiments (pre- 

and posttest, posttest only); and 3) factorial designs. The within-group or individual designs 

are 1) time series experiments (interrupted, equivalent); 2) repeated measures experiments 

and 3) single-subject experiments (see Appendix 21). 

Creswell (2012) states that the time series design is recommendable when researchers 

can work with only one group of participants and study them over a period. It is intensive 
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because it requires several measures. One variation of this design is “equivalent time series 

design” where researchers compare posttest scores or the plotting the scores to decipher 

patterns in the data over time in the data analysis. This type of design prevents the threats to 

internal validity. Researchers can diminish some effects like history and maturation of 

participants (see Appendix 22). 

The Time Series Design, which is one of the forms of the within-group quasi 

experimental design method (Creswell, 2012 pp. 313, 314), guided the researchers in the 

process of inquiry. Researchers studied thirty-one participants in a single group because it 

was impossible to count on a control group. During this study, four measurements generated 

quantitative data. Hence, the researchers used statistical graphs and frequency distributions to 

display and organize the results. The line graph enabled display of the average results 

obtained in each test and the participants’ individual scores. Histograms helped to describe 

analysis of pre-test, post-test, and stock chart (boxplot) showed data related to the 

participants’ improvement. According to Bryman (2012), the measurements of central 

tendency present in one figure a value that is common for a distribution of values.  

The most commonly used measures are 1) arithmetic mean (the sum of all values in a 

distribution and then divide by the number of values; 2) the median is the midpoint in a 

distribution of values; and 3) the mode is the value that occurs most frequently in a 

distribution. Researchers used these measures to determine the scores obtained by the 

majority of participants in the group (see Figures 8, 9 & 10 in Chapter 5). 

The measurements of variability helped to understand the dispersion of the groups’ 

grades and find out the range between the highest and the lowest grades obtained. The 

standard deviation facilitated to indicate the average and the median grades of the group by 

finding out the deviation or difference of each grade and then squaring the figures researchers 
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calculated the average. As a complement to the research endeavor researchers used the 

median difference of the populations and the p value (see Figure 11 in Chapter 5). 

 

4.1.2.6    Nature of Outputs 

 

The main data generated in this research study is numerical. Researchers included the 

comparisons of scores given to participants weekly and histograms where the mean, median 

and mode.  

 

4.2   Research Tradition  

 

This study is part of the quantitate research tradition. The idea is to look for numerical 

data that can explain a social phenomenon. In this case, researchers attempted to find the 

effects of the use of the flipped learning approach to teach writing skills to A1 level students.  

 

4.2.1 Definition and Rationale 

 

The researchers followed the quantitative method to collect the primary data. The aim 

is to predict, prove hypothesis and generate guidelines that will help teachers and students in 

the process of using the flipped learning approach. Researchers decided to strengthen their 

findings through the use of a secondary form of data to examine the participants’ attitudes 

towards the FLA and to support the results obtained in the intervention (Creswell, 2012. pp. 

544 - 545).  

 

4.2.2 Ascertaining the Warrant for the Study  

 

4.2.2.1 Reliability  
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Bryman (2012) defines reliability as the level of stability of a measure.  Moreover, it 

focuses on the fact of whether or not the results of a study are repeatable and consistent. This 

is a commonly connected issue to quantitative research. Another criterion in research 

connected to reliability is replication or replicability. (Bryman, 2012). Social researchers who 

work within the quantitative tradition value replicability and are able to carry it out if the 

original researchers spelled out the procedures in great detail.  

 

4.2.2.2 Validity 

 

  Fraenkel and Wallen (1993) define validity as the extent to which researchers are able 

to make inferences based on the results from an instrument. Additionally, this aspect connects 

with the instrumentation process and the participants analyzed in a research endeavor. 

Bryman (2012) defines validity as “the emphasis on veracity of findings that come from 

research inquiry.”  The term validity used alone refers to measurement validity. Some types 

of validity are measurement validity, internal validity, external validity and ecological 

validity. The measurement or “construct validity” is part of quantitative research or the search 

for measures of social scientific concepts. It encompasses the fact that the measures that come 

from a concept really reflect the concept they are supposed to represent (Bryman, 2012, p. 

47). Casualty is the term that connects with internal validity. It questions whether the 

conclusions arrived at in the research inquiry have connections with the variables used in the 

study. In this matter, it assesses if the independent variable has a casual effect on the 

dependent variable (Bryman, 2012, p. 47). 

The external validity relates to the possibility of generalizing the results of a study 

beyond its specific context. It focuses on the selection of participants in a study, for this 

reason in the quantitative approach researchers attempt to select representative samples 

(Bryman, 2012, pp. 47, 48). 
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Ecological validity has to do with the application of the social scientific findings in 

individuals’ daily, natural, social settings. The issue connects to the findings being valid but 

lack the representation of events in people’s daily experiences. The use of questionnaires in a 

study may mean that the findings possess a very low ecological validity (Bryman, 2012, p. 

48) 

Since this was a quantitative study, the data obtained is numerical and accurate. 

Additionally, the placement test, models of writing tasks and rubrics by Cambridge 

University Press were adapted and used with permission to guarantee reliable instruments for 

measurements in the project. 

 

4.2.2.3Threats to Validity 

 

Creswell (2012) points out that “threats to validity” refer to the design issues that may 

lead to making false interpretations about the probable cause and effect between the 

intervention (treatment) and results (outcomes). 

 

4.2.2.4 Threats to Internal validity 

 

The researcher or researchers’ ability to make accurate cause and effect inferences can 

relate to two crucial factors such as experiment procedures or participants’ experiences that 

may alter the experiment (Creswell, 2012). Cook and Campbell (1979) and Reichardt and 

Mark (1998) as cited by Creswell (2012) to point out the three most common aspects  that 

may become threats in experimental designs related to participants, related to the treatments 

used and related to procedures. 

In the category related to participants are 1) history, 2) maturation, 3) regression, 4) 

selection, 5) mortality, and 6) interactions with selection. In the category related to the 

treatments used are 1) the diffusion of treatments, 2) compensatory equalization, 3) 
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compensatory rivalry, 4) resentful demoralization. In the third category are 1) testing and 2) 

instrumentation. (see Appendix 22, Table 30). 

4.2.2.5 Threats to External Validity 

 

Creswell (2012) defines the “threats to external validity” as the external factors that 

hinder researchers’ ability to draw correct inferences from the sample data to other 

individuals, places and situations from the past or future. Cook and Campbell (1979) as cited 

by Creswell (2012) mention three aspects that are likely to have an effect on the 

generalizability of the results from research inquiry: 1) interaction of selection and treatment, 

2) interaction of setting and treatment, and 3) interaction of history and treatment. The first 

aspect relates to the impediment to generalize the results obtained other than the groups of 

participants from the research inquiry. Researchers usually make participation in the 

experiment as convenient as possible for all the members of a population group. The 

interaction of setting and treatment has to do with the inability to make generalizations based 

on the setting where the experiment took place. Researchers tackle this aspect if they analyze 

the effect of the treatment in each type of setting. The last aspect, interaction of history and 

treatment, arises from the researchers’ attempt to make generalizations from findings related 

to past and future occurrences. The solution to this threat is the replication of the experiment 

at a later time.  

 

4.2.3 Ethical Considerations 

 

The researchers needed to get the approval from their immediate supervisor in order 

to carry out the project in the educational institution. They adapted an institutional permission 

form and had it read, approved and signed by the Academic Coordinator of the Center of 

Foreign Languages where this intervention took place. (See Appendix 1) 
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In order to obtain informed consent (The Belmont Report, 1979, p. 25-7) from the 

students the researchers asked them to read and sign a form (Appendix 2).  In the form 

participants found out the goals of the study, identification of the approach used in the 

process, the assurance of keeping the anonymity, the lack of risks related to the study, and 

their right to withdraw from the study any time without penalty (The Belmont Report, 1979, 

p. 25-8). The form also contained information about the possible benefits (The Belmont 

Report, 1979, p. 23-10) that had to do with the enhancement of their writing skills by means 

of the flipped learning approach.  This form included contact information of both researchers.  

 

4.3   Method 

 

4.3.1 Definition and characteristics 

 

The research methods used in the study were quantitative for the primary form of 

data. The placement test was graded over 60 points. The pre-test and post-test were graded 

over five points. The four weekly measurements score was over five points. The instruments 

used for grading were based on the Writing Rubric provided by the center of foreign 

languages (see Appendix 6.2).  

At the end of the intervention, participants received a questionnaire with the purpose 

of surveying their perceptions on the flipped learning approach.  Consequently, this 

secondary form of data intended to weigh participants’ attitude during the study (Creswell, 

2012, Chapter 16).  The questionnaire (see Appendix 16) included 14 statements in which 

both researchers agreed on the use of a three scale options: agree, neutral or disagree.  This 

instrument added insights of the students’ attitudes. Additionally, two questions referred to 

the participants’ role using FLA and their preference about learning approaches (see 

Appendices 17 & 18). The results with graphs are part of the discussion section also included 

in the Appendices. 
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4.3.2 Methods of Data Collection  

 

As the first step for this intervention, the researchers used the English Unlimited 

Written Placement test with permission of the publisher to verify that participants had an A1 

level according to the CEFR.  The test contained multiple-choice questions (see Appendix 

5.2).The second step was to get a general idea of the participants’ writing skills prior to the 

intervention. For this purpose, researchers used the Pre-test (see Appendix 7) a writing task 

taken from the KET Exam.  

  Furthermore, the first question of the study referred to the influence of the FLA in the 

students’ scores.  Hence, the researchers used the scores from the weekly measures to 

respond it.  For addressing the second question, the researchers the questionnaire to find out 

about the participants towards FLA (see Appendixes 15.1, 15.2, and 15.3). They were short 

writing tasks adapted by the researchers to connect with the topics covered during the class 

sessions. Researchers graded the writing using the KET exam rubrics by Cambridge. After 

researchers collected the data, they analyzed it using measures of central tendency—mean, 

mode, and median.  

The Pre-test and post-test given at the beginning and end of the intervention helped to 

answer two of the sub-research questions: 1) Does the flipped learning approach contribute to 

improving students’ scores in the Post Test Writing Task?  and 2) Are there any significant 

differences in the scores obtained in the pre-test and the post-test given to the participants in 

this study? and the sub-research question 3) Are students in favor or against the use of the 

flipped learning approach to acquire basic writing skills in an A1 level course at a university 

in Guayaquil? Students had various choices in the questionnaire related to attitudes to the use 

of the flipped learning approach to generate quantitative data. 
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4.3.3 Selection and Handling of Data 

 

The researchers graded the placement test with a mobile phone application called 

Zipgrade. Hence, they used an answer sheet provided by the website zipgrade.com. Once the 

students finished, the researchers scanned the answer sheets with the mobile phone app 

Zipgrade which had the answer key uploaded in advance.  After that, the researchers 

downloaded the data from the website account and used the analysis for the narrative in the 

discussion and findings section (see Appendixes 5.4.1 & 5.4.2 for samples of the answer 

sheet used by participants and grading with the Zipgrade app). 

The researchers graded the pre and post-test with the KET writing rubric and 

compared the results with the statistical analysis. The pre-test gave the researchers guidelines 

as to the writing skills students already had prior to the research. The post-test helped 

researchers see the writing achievements students had after the investigation. The information 

is given in further detail in the discussion section (see Figure 1 & Figure 3 in Chapter 5). The 

KET rubric helped to guide researchers in grading the weekly measurements (see Table 4 in 

Chapter 5) and the results were the main data source for statistical analysis in the equivalent 

time series design. Researchers compared and discussed them in chapters 5 and 6.  

 

4.3.4 Participants 

 

31 students aged 18 to 25 who had already been grouped in a section of an A1 level 

CEFR course in the center of foreign languages at a public university in Guayaquil were the 

participants were pursuing engineering careers, humanities or art degrees (see Figure 1 in 

Chapter 1). 

 

4.3.5 Selection and/or Sampling 
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According to Creswell (2012), in convenience sampling the researchers select the 

participants because they are willing and available for study. Bryman (2012) states that 

convenience sampling data will not allow the generation of definite findings but they could 

provide a guide for further research or allow to find connections with existing data.  

Ferber (1977) mentions three aspects when choosing a sample. They are relevance of 

the sample or the target population. The second aspect is that the sample size is appropriate 

for analytical purposes. The third aspect relates to the possibility of any member of the 

population to become part of the sample. The main selection process done for this research 

study was choosing the group of students to be participants in the intervention. Since the 

minimum requirement of participants for the study according to the master program’s 

guideline was 30, only one group of students from Researcher 1 class complied with this 

condition. As a result, researcher 1 asked the students to take part in the study. The select 

sample participants were just transitioning in the use of the flipped learning approach at a 

public university in Guayaquil. 

 

4.3.6 Background to the Participants 

 

Participants came from a previous blended learning course where writing was not the 

focus of the course or the results of their placement test assigned them to that level. Some 

students had not taken intense English classes like the ones offered at the center of foreign 

languages of this university. 

Based on the placement test given at the beginning of the research, 1 student is at 

starter level (A1); 26 students are at elementary level (A1–A2); 3 students are at pre-

intermediate level (B1); and 1 is at intermediate level (B1-B2) (Table 3 Test Scores 

According to the Suggested Level in the Textbook Series in Chapter 5). Participants share a 
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characteristic, they are fulfilling the language requirement in their curriculum and must 

comply with the subject. 

  

4.3.7 Conclusion 

 

This quantitative quasi-experimental within group equivalent time series study took 

place at a public university in Guayaquil. Two researchers got the approval of the 

Coordinator of the Center of Foreign languages and later worked on the planning, 

intervention and analysis of results obtained. In the 4-week intervention, 31 participants from 

an A1 CEFR level course agreed to take part through a consent form. In accordance with the 

FLA, they worked on the pre-assignments given by the researchers prior to every session. 

During class sessions, participants engaged in active learning activities that allowed them to 

practice in pairs and in groups to get an overview of basic writing skills. The researchers used 

a placement test, a pre-test, four weekly measurements, and a post-test.  
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CHAPTER 5: Presentation of Findings 

 

5.1 Introduction  

 

The research project called “Teaching Basic Writing Skills in a CEFR A1 English 

Level Course with a Flipped Learning Approach at a Public University in Guayaquil” was a 

quantitative, quasi-experimental within group time series design study.  Hence, two 

researchers carried out the project where 31 participants agreed. The intervention using the 

flipped learning approach took place over a 5-week period, which included a pretest, four 

weekly measurements and a posttest as part of the equivalent time series design. To display 

the findings, the researchers used a wide variety of statistical tools such as tables, graphs, box 

plots, line graphs, and histograms.  

 

 

5.2 The Presentation of Each Individual Finding 

 

5.2.1 Placement Test 

 

The first stage of the study aimed to have a clear idea of the students’ level of English 

in accordance with the CEFR. The instrument used for this purpose was the English 

Unlimited (EU) Placement Test by Cambridge University Press and used with permission 

(see Appendix 5.2).   

In the teacher’s guide (see Appendix 5.1) there are six levels according to the levels of 

the textbook series (Starter-A1, Elementary-A2, Pre-intermediate-B1, Intermediate-B1 plus, 

Upper-intermediate-B2, and Advanced-C1). The table below shows the scores that fit each 

level and the first three categories served as the guide for the test scores taking into 

consideration the 60 questions used for the placement test.  
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Table 1 

 Suggested Grading Scale by Cambridge University Press for the EU Textbook Series 

EU 

level 

Starter Elementary Pre-

intermediate 

Intermediate Upper 

intermediate 

Advanced 

CEFR 

level 

A1 A1 – A2 B1 B1 – B2 B2 C1 

Written 

test 

score 

0-15 16-35 36-55 56-75 76-95 96 

Note. Information for EU levels taken from Tilbury, A., & Doff, A. (2010). English 

unlimited: A2 elementary: Coursebook with e-portfolio. Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press 

 

The first sixty questions from this test were suitable for beginners (A1) which aligns 

with the English level of the participants in the EFL course at a public university in 

Guayaquil where this intervention took place. The placement test helped to confirm 

participants’ level of knowledge of grammar and vocabulary items in a written format. In 

accordance with the instructions in the teacher’s guide (Appendix 5.2) students answered as 

many questions as possible without skipping any item during 40 minutes. Some students were 

able to finish the test while others were not because the level of difficulty of the questions 

gradually increased.  

Table 2 presents the scores of the participants in the placement test. For ethical 

reasons, we assigned numbers to each participant in the study. In the course, there were 31 

students who attended classes and this placement test helped to verify that the participants in 

the study had an A1 level in accordance with the Common European Framework (CEFR).  
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Table 2 

Placement Test Scores and its Equivalence 

# Score over 60 % over 100 

1 32 53.3 

2 24 40 

3 26 43.3 

4 31 51.7 

5 23 38.3 

6 18 30 

7 23 38.3 

8 24 40 

9 32 53.3 

10 56 93.3 

11 23 38.3 

12 34 56.7 

13 23 38.3 

14 29 48.3 

15 32 53.3 

16 30 50 

17 36 60 

18 26 43.3 

19 22 36.7 

20 37 61.7 

21 31 51.7 

22 27 45 

23 36 60 

24 19 31.7 

25 15 25 

26 23 38.3 

27 26 43.3 

28 19 31.7 

29 28 46.7 

30 26 43.3 

31 27 45 

 

Table 3 below shows the scores obtained by students in the placement test.  Twenty-

six students got between 16 to 35 points.  Hence, the score fits the level of the textbook that 

students were using during the semester when the intervention took place.  Moreover, the 

scores show the A1 CEFR level they had according to the English Unlimited Teachers Guide. 

It also displays that four students surpassed the expectations. It is important to mention that 

only one student obtained the starter level. 
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Table 3 

Test Scores According to the Suggested Level in the Textbook Series 

      

 

    

5.2.2 Equivalent Time Series: Weekly measurements 

 

To continue with the within group equivalent time series design of this intervention, 

we assessed the participants on a weekly basis during a period of four weeks. The instruments 

used for the weekly measurements were writing tasks from Cambridge KET (Key English 

Test) adapted to the grammar topics and the vocabulary covered in each unit from the 

textbook to make it more relevant. (See Appendixes 15.1, 15.2 and 15.3) 

The scores ranged on a scale of 0 to 5 using the Rubrics for the KET as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4 

Writing Rubrics Task 9 KET Exam 
Mark Criteria 

5 All three parts of message clearly communicated. 

Only minor spelling errors or occasional grammatical errors. 

4 All three parts of message communicated. 

Some non-impeding errors is spelling and grammar or some awkwardness of 

expression. 

3 All three parts of message attempted. 

Expression requires interpretation by the reader and contains impeding errors in 

spelling and grammar. 

All three parts of the message are included but the context is incorrect. 

Or 

Two parts of message are clearly communicated. 

Only minor spelling errors or occasional grammatical errors. 

2 Only two parts of message communicated. 

Some errors in spelling and grammar. 

The errors in expression may require patience and interpretation by the reader and 

impede communication. 

1 Only one part of the message communicated. 

Some attempts to address the task but response is very unclear. 

0 Question unattempted or totally incomprehensible response. 

Note. Reproduced with permission from Cambridge KET by Cambridge University Press 

Points EU Level 

CEFR 

level N % 

0-15 Starter A1 1 3,23 

16-35 Elementary A1 - A2 26 83,87 

36-55 Pre-intermediate B1 3 9,68 

56-75 Intermediate B1 - B2 1 3,23 
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To compare the effects of the intervention, the researchers did a statistical analysis 

through a weekly measurement to show the change over time. The variation in scores of the 

weekly measurements revealed whether a student’s performance in writing had remained the 

same, improved or diminished by using the flipped learning approach. Figure 2 shows the 

results of the pre-test, post-test and four weekly measurements. There was an improvement in 

the general scores obtained by participants and at the end of the five weeks, the scores 

increased significantly compared to the pretest.  

   

Figure 2 Equivalent Time Series Design 

 

In figure 3, the grades are mainly located in the values greater than or equal to three, 

whereas in the pre-test 50% of the students obtained a score of three over five. On the 

contrary, in the post-test 75% of students have scores of four and five. It is important to 

mention that scores of weekly measurements remained constant over time. 
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Figure 3. Boxplot chart by evaluation 

 Since this intervention took place in a class with 31 students, the most appropriate 

way to analyze students’ scores and show the changes overtime was to do a line graph which 

is presented below. Creswell (2012) states line graphs help to display variable interaction 

when doing an experiment. In this case, the aim was to show the variation in each one of the 

measurements given during the intervention. The red line shows the scores obtained in the 

pre-test, the blue line shows the scores of the post-test. For the most part, the blue line is over 

the red line, except for two participants who got a low grade in the post-test. Overall, the 

scores obtained by students in the different weekly measurements improved over time and 

there was a significant positive variation in scores in some cases. After this analysis, the pre-
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test and post-tests were examined with descriptive statistics to see in detail the scores of each 

one.  

 

 

Figure 4. Line graph individual scores per student 

5.2.3 The Pre-Test 

 

An important detail in the intervention was to have exact information about the 

participants’ writing skills so that the researchers could confirm and modify the topics 

planned for the intervention and weekly assessments. For this purpose, the researchers gave a 

pre-test by using Writing Task 9 and the rubrics from the KET Exam used with permission 

(see Appendix 7). Before the pre-test, students had no previous preparation or guidance about 

writing skills or any mechanics in order to obtain accurate information. The scores obtained 

in this task, provided guidelines to the researchers about the topics to cover during the 

intervention.  
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Table 5 

Frequency Distribution Pre- test 

Scores obtained Proportion 

0 0.07 

1 0.13 

2 0.19 

3 0.13 

4 0.38 

5 0.10 

Total 1.00 

 

Figure 5 shows that in the pre-test, 38.71% of the participants obtained a score of four 

over five with an accumulated proportion of 50% of students with a score lower or equal to 

three.  

 

Figure 5. Histogram pretest 
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Figure 6 shows that over 50% of participants obtained a score of 3 or more in the pre-test. 
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Figure 6. Box-plot pre-test 

 

After the analysis of data, the researchers found that the mean was 2.935 ± 0.262, which 

under a standard deviation of 1.459, determines a considerable dispersion of the scores in 

relation with the general score.  The mean was 2.935, the mean standard error was 0.262, the 

mode was 4, the standard deviation was 1.459, the bias was -0.500, the minimum score was 0 

and the maximum score was 5. The quartile 1 had scores that were 2, the median or quartile 2 

had scores that were 3 and the quartile 3 had scores of 4.  

 

Table 6 

Descriptive Statistics Pre-Test 

Mean 

Standard 

error of 

mean 

Mode 
Standard 

deviation 
Bias  Minimum Maximum 

Quartile 

1 

(Q1) 

Median 

(Q2) 

Quartile 

3 

(Q3) 

2.935 0.262 4 1.459 0.500 0 5 2.00 3.00 4.00 

5.2.4 The Posttest 

 

The results obtained in the post-test were higher than the ones from the pretest. 

38.70% of students obtained a score of 4 and 51.61% obtained a score of 5 which totaled a 
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90.31% and shows a great improvement. There was a 3.22%   at score 3 and a 6.45 % that did 

not fit the goals of the study.  

Table 7  

Frequency distribution post test 

 Scores obtained Proportion 

0 0.00 

1 0.06 

2 0.00 

3 0.03 

4 0.38 

5 0.511 

Total 1.000 

 

Figure 7 shows that about 90% of participants obtained scores of 4 and 5 in the post-

test. Only 6.45% of students got a score of 1 and 3.22% obtained a score of 3. 

 

 

Figure 7. Histogram post-test 

 

Figure 8 shows that almost all of the participants in the study obtained scores of 4 and 

5 with only 2 participants who obtained very low scores (1) in the post-test.  
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Figure 8. Box-plot chart posttest 

In the post-test, there was a change in the descriptive statistics compared to the pre-

test, where 51.61% of the participants obtained a score of five, with an accumulated 

proportion of 50% of students with a score lower or equal to five. The mean established is a 

value of 4.290 ± 0.1866, which under a standard deviation of 1.039, which determines a low 

dispersion of the scores, related to the general scores.  As a result, the vast majority of the 

grades is in the values of four and five. The mean was 4.290, the mean standard error was 

0.1866, the mode was 5, the standard deviation was 1.039, the bias was -2.159, the minimum 

score was 1 and the maximum score was 5. The quartile 1 had scores of 4, the median or 

quartile 2 had scores that were 5 and the quartile 3 had scores of 5.  

Table 8 

 Descriptive Statistics Posttest 

Mean 

Standard 

error of 

mean 

Mode 
Standard 

deviation 
Bias  Minimum Maximum 

Quartile 

1 

(Q1) 

Median 

(Q2) 

Quartile 

3 

(Q3) 

4.290 0.1866 5 1.039 2.159 1 5 4.00 5.00 5.00 

5.2.5 Experimental Design 
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In order to give details of whether or not there was a significant change in the average 

score of all the measurements done prior, during, and after this intervention, including the 

pre-test and post-test, the researchers used a quasi-experimental design. The aim was to show 

if the time of the study influenced or not the general scores using the flipped learning 

approach to teach basic writing skills to A1 level students in a university in Guayaquil. 

Researchers evaluated thirty-one students of the same class, the general score of the class is 

not the same in all the measurements done over time, in which the evaluations were six in 

total. Below, the researchers will specify the characteristics taken into consideration to 

evaluate this experimental design.  

EXPERIMENTAL UNIT: Student / Participant 

VARIABLE OF THE ANSWER: Grades obtained in the measurements 

FACTOR: Time of application of the flipped learning approach (Methodology) 

LEVELS OF THE FACTOR: Six levels labeled as Pre-Test, Measurement 1, Measurement 

2, Measurement 3, Measurement 4, and Post-Test. 

The following mathematical model was proposed: 

𝑦𝑖𝑗 = 𝜇𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗  {
𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5,6
𝑗 = 1,2,3, … ,31

 

Where researchers validated the following hypothesis test: 

𝐻0: 𝜇1 = 𝜇2 = 𝜇3 = 𝜇4 = 𝜇5 = 𝜇6 

𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 

𝐻1 = 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 

Using an ANOVA table, the researchers analyzed if in fact the time of the application 

of the flipped learning approach to teach basic writing to A1 students influenced the general 

score of the course (sample / population). Using the statistical software Minitab, the researchers 

obtained the following results.  

Table 9 
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Analysis of Variance--ANOVA Table 

Source GL SC MC F P value 

Measurement   5 33,16 6,63 5,29 0,00 

Error 180 225,87 1,25     

Total 185 259,03       

S = 1,120   R-square. = 12,80%   R-square. (adjusted) = 10,38% 

Table 10  

All Measurements and Intervals of Confidence for the Score at 95%  

Level Means Stand. Dev. --------+---------+---------+---------+- 

Pre-Test 2,935 1,459 (------*------) 

Measurement 1 3,968 0,875                   (-----*------) 

Measurement 2 3,806 1,197                (-----*------) 

Measurement 3 4,032 1,167                    (-----*------) 

Measurement 4 3,806 1,039                (-----*------) 

Post-Test 4,290 1,039                       (------*-----) 

   --------+---------+---------+---------+- 

   

             3,00              3,60               4,20               

4,80 

 

Using a p value of 0.00, the researchers concluded with the statistical evidence that the 

general scores of each one of the measurements are not the same. Hence, the null hypothesis is 

rejected (𝐻0). In other words, the time of the application of the intervention using the Flipped 

Learning Approach influenced the general score of the course.   

Researchers also pointed out that the R square value of 12.80% provides a fair 

understanding of the percentage of explanation of the mathematical model, which is really low.  

Hence, researched discarded it as a good mathematical model to give a good adjustment of the 

data.   

On the other hand, through the confidence intervals, researchers saw that the mean in 

the pretest is the one that represents higher variation (standard deviation) related to the score. 

Additionally, it is far from a good score with a mean value of 2,935.  
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5.2.6: Hypotheses Test for Difference of Means  

 

After concluding that the time of the application of the flipped learning approach 

influenced the general scores of the course, researchers analyzed whether that influence was 

positive or negative. Thus, the researchers used the Hypotheses Tests for Difference of Means, 

comparing the scores obtained in the Pre-test and the Post-test, defined in the following way: 

 𝐻0: 𝜇𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 = 𝜇𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 

𝑎𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡 

𝐻1: 𝜇𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 ≠ 𝜇𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 

Where researchers obtained the following results:  

Table 11  

Comparison of Pretest and Posttest 

 Mean Stand. Dev. Standard Error  

Post-Test 4,29 1,04 0,19 

Pre-Test 2,94 1,46 0,26 

 

Estimated difference between the Post-test mean with the Pre-test mean:  1,355 

Interval of confidence of 95% for the difference: (0,710; 2,000) 

Degrees of freedom = 54  

T-Student Value = 4, 21   

P Value = 0, 00 

With a p value of 0,00 there is statistical evidence to reject the null hypothesis (𝐻0).  

Thus, the general score of the post-test in comparison with the pre-test is not the same. It is 

worth mentioning that with an estimated difference of 1,355 researchers concluded that there 

is a positive influence in the general score using the Flipped Learning Approach. 

Additionally, the mean, median, mode and standard deviation show that the 

intervention influenced students’ scores. The mean went from 2.94 to 4.29, the median 

started at 3 and at the end was 5, the mode was 4 during half of the intervention and in the 
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other half was 5. Finally, the standard deviation started at 1.44 and dropped to 1.02 as shown 

in the figures below. 

 

Figure 9. Mean of all assessments 

 

 

Figure 10. Median of all assessments 
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Figure 11. Mode of all assessments 

 

         

Figure 12. Standard deviation 
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5.2.7 Questionnaire Results  

 

The researchers gathered information about students’ attitudes towards the use of the 

Flipped Learning Approach with an adapted questionnaire taken from a study by Farah 

(2014) with 16 questions (see Appendix 16). To measure this Questionnaire, the Likert Scale 

provides values from 1 to 5 using the descriptions of strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, 

and strongly disagree. However, the researchers agreed to change the values in the adapted 

Questionnaire due to time constraints and considering that participants would have a better 

guide with a lower number of descriptions as agree, neutral, and disagree. At the end of the 

intervention researchers gave the questionnaire to participants after their final exam, and they 

filled in the forms anonymously. Only twenty-nine of the participants completed the 

questionnaire; most of them expressed favorable opinions or views related to the intervention 

done in their classes. In figure 10, the compiled data obtained from the questionnaire displays 

the results of statements 1 to 14 because that fit the descriptions Agree, Neutral or Disagree. 

The last two questions had several options for students and researchers will present them 

later.  

Overall, the information in the questionnaire provides positive insights in which the 

participants in this research project found the flipped learning approach beneficial for their 

learning of basic writing skills.  

The following table shows the results of statements 1 to 14 from the questionnaire. 

Table 12  

Responses to Questionnaire Items about Flipped Learning Approach 

                                                                Agree Neutral Disagree 

1 The flipped learning approach allows me to prepare before class. 

                                                                  19 9 1 

2 

 

Through the videos sent by SIDWEB, I have enough time to acquire knowledge about the 

topics that will be covered in regular classes.   

                                                                   16 13 0 

3 I feel more confident to ask for clarification after watching the videos. 

                                                                    22 7 0 
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4 I feel more confident about my learning process due to the videos sent before class practices. 

                                                                    18 11 0 

5 My writing strategies have improved due to the fact that I have more time to apply knowledge 

in class. 

                                                                    17 11 0 

6 I like to write in class while my classmates support me and my teacher clarifies doubts. 

                                                                     15 13 1 

7 I enjoyed when my classmates gave me feedback and comments about my writing. 

                                                                     11 11 0 

8 In my opinion, the flipped learning approach provides many benefits. 

                                                                     21 8 0 

9 I feel that I am more in control of my learning through the familiarization of topics and 

having the opportunity to review them at my own pace. 

                                                                     21 7 1 

10 The flipped learning approach helped me to answer the Writing Task 9 (Test at the end of the 

Project). 

                                                                     12 15 2 

11 This new approach did not improve my ability to write in English. 

                                                                      2 11 16 

12 I feel that the videos sent before class had not helped me at all. 

                                                                            1 4 23 

13 In my opinion the flipped learning approach causes a lot of inconveniences to the student and 

his / her learning process. 

                                                                            1 4 24 

14 I understand better when the teacher explains the class in the traditional way. 

                                                                            6 18 5 

Note. Appendix 18 shows the statements in Spanish.. 
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Figure 13. Compiled statements from Questionnaire about the flipped learning 

approach 

 In general, table 12 and figure 13 show participants’ attitudes towards the statements 

1 to 10 which related to a positive connotation about the flipped learning approach used by 

the researchers. Statements 11 to 13 convey a negative connotation related to the approach 

and favor traditional learning; however, students expressed their disagreement, which favors 

the flipped learning approach. Students responded neutrally in statement 14, which has to do 

with understanding explanations in the traditional way. A table for every item in the 

questionnaire appears below in detail.  

Table 13  

Questionnaire Results Statement 1 

Options Responses % 

Agree 19 66 

Neutral  9 31 

Disagree  1 3 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 1: The flipped learning approach allows me to prepare before class. 

Table 14  

Questionnaire Results Statement 2 

Options Responses % 

Agree 16 55 

Neutral  13 45 

Disagree  0 0 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 2: Through the videos sent by SIDWEB, I have enough time to acquire 

knowledge about the topics that will be covered in regular classes. 

 

Table 15  

Questionnaire Results Statement 3 

Options Responses % 

Agree 22 76 

Neutral  7 24 
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Disagree  0 0 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 3: I feel more confident to ask for clarification after watching the videos. 

Table 16 

Questionnaire Results Statement 4 

Options Responses % 

Agree 18 62 

Neutral  11 38 

Disagree  0 0 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 4: I feel more confident about my learning process due to the videos sent 

before class practices 

Table 17  

Questionnaire results Statement 5 

Options Responses % 

Agree 17 62 

Neutral  11 38 

Disagree  0 0 

Total  28 100 

Note. Statement 5: My writing strategies have improved because I have more time to apply 

knowledge in class. 

 

Table 18  

Questionnaire results Statement 6 

Options Responses % 

Agree 15 52 

Neutral  13 45 

Disagree  1 3 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 6: I like to write in class while my classmates support me and my teacher 

clarifies doubts. 

 

Table 19  

Questionnaire Results Statement 7 
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Options Responses % 

Agree 18 38 

Neutral  11 62 

Disagree  0 0 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 7: I enjoyed when my classmates gave me feedback and comments about my 

writing. 

 

Table 20 

Questionnaire Results Statement 8 

Options Responses % 

Agree 21 72 

Neutral  8 28 

Disagree  0 0 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 8: In my opinion, the flipped learning approach provides many benefits 

Table 21 

Questionnaire Results Statement 9 

Options Responses % 

Agree 21 72 

Neutral  7 24 

Disagree  1 4 

Total  29 100 

Note: Statement 9: I feel that I am more in control of my learning through the familiarization 

of topics and having the opportunity to review them at my own pace. 

 

Table 22  

Questionnaire Results Statement 10 

Options Responses % 

Agree 12 41 

Neutral  15 52 

Disagree  2 7 

Total  29 100 

Note: Statement 10: The flipped learning approach helped me to answer the Writing Task 9 

(Test at the end of the Project). 

 

Table 23 
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Questionnaire Results Statement 11 

Options Responses % 

Agree 2 7 

Neutral  11 38 

Disagree  16                        55 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 11: This new approach did not improve my ability to write in English. 

Table 24  

Questionnaire Results Statement 12 

Options Responses % 

Agree 1 4 

Neutral  4 14 

Disagree  23                        82 

Total  28 100 

Note. Statement 12: I feel that the videos sent before class had not helped me at all. 

Table 25  

Questionnaire Results Statement 13 

Options Responses % 

Agree 1 3 

Neutral  4 14 

Disagree  24                      83 

Total  29 100 

Note: Statement 13:  In my opinion the flipped learning approach causes a lot of 

inconveniences to the student and his / her learning process. 

 

Table 26  

Questionnaire Results Statement 14 

Options Responses % 

Agree 6 21 

Neutral  18 62 

Disagree  5                      17 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 14: I understand better when the teacher explains the class in the traditional 

way. 
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 In question15 researchers asked participants to define their role as a student when the 

teacher used the flipped learning approach. They were able to choose more than one option 

among the five descriptions given. 

Table 27  

Questionnaire Results Statement 15 

                        Options  Responses 

a. Passive and bored 1 

b. Active and involved 21 

c. Responsible and independent 15 

d. Motivated 7 

e. I can’t interact in class 0 

Note. Question 15: How can you define yourself as a student in class using the Flipped 

Learning Approach? Select from the below list. You may choose MORE THAN ONE 

answer. 

 

In statement 16 participants had to choose which approach to teaching and learning 

suits them better. They had two options—the traditional method and the flipped learning 

approach. 

TABLE 28  

Questionnaire Results Statement 16 

Options Responses % 

Traditional method 11 38 

Flipped learning approach  18 62 

Total  29 100 

Note. Statement 16: Select the type of learning approach that you prefer the most. A. 

Traditional learning where the teacher explains in class. B. Flipped learning approach where 

the teacher sends the video home to prepare before class. 
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CHAPTER 6: Discussion of Findings 

 

6.1 Introduction  

 

Two research questions and three sub-research questions guided this research project. 

The aim of the study was to get insights into the application of the flipped learning approach 

to teach basic writing skills at an A1 level course at a public university in Guayaquil. The 

idea came about because higher educational institutions in Ecuador have been undergoing 

several changes in all of their educational processes. The Council of Higher Education (CES, 

acronym in Spanish) has determined the different ways to get access to classes. They are (a) 

on-site sessions, (b) semi-virtual, (c) dual, (d) on-line, and (d) distance learning (Art. 40). 

The Council of Evaluation, Accreditation and Quality Assurance of Higher Education 

(CEAACES, acronym in Spanish) has made changes in the academic programs such as the 

reduction of face to face class sessions.  Currently, undergraduate students must attend 40 

hours per subject.  Additionally, students must reach B2 CEFR level of English (Resolutions 

CES. Art. 31 p. 17) by the end of their university degree. Thus, undergraduate studies have 

become more demanding.  

In compliance with the new changes, the institution where this intervention took place 

already included the flipped classroom among its academic rules and principles as part of the 

teaching and learning process. For this purpose, in the year 2016, April Gudenrath Ma.Ed 

trained the staff from the Center of Foreign Languages of this institution on the use of this 

approach.(See Appendixes 20.1 & 20.2). Six months later, this trainer provided informal 

feedback through follow up mini training sessions.  Additionally, teachers had some Skype 

sessions with staff from Portland State University to get more insights and ideas about the 

application of the flipped classroom in that institution (See Appendix 20.3). Furthermore, 
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Faculty of Natural Sciences and Mathematics has adopted the Peer Project Learning (PPL) 

methodology (a form of the flipped learning approach) since the year 2015. It has worked 

proven to be successful at this institution with physics classes (Resolutions, 2016 pp. 15). By 

using the flipped learning approach, there is a big shift in the focus of the class sessions, since 

students become familiar with the knowledge from class topics in advance through videos or 

other materials and they make a much more productive use of their time in the classroom 

(Brame, 2013). 

The whole research inquiry had several methods of data collection. At the beginning, 

the participants took a written placement test to verify their A1 level. As the second step in 

the process, researchers gave the pre-test which was a prompt from Writing Task 9 of the 

KET Exam. Later, the researchers assigned videos on the University online platform and 

different activities for students to practice prior the class sessions. After, each week of the 

intervention researchers assessed participants with a writing task adapted by the researchers 

so that it could go in accordance with the grammar and vocabulary topics contained in the 

syllabus and the material previously sent.   After the four measurements researchers gave 

students the post-test which was the same prompt as the pre-test. Finally, students filled out 

an anonymous questionnaire related to their views about the flipped learning approach. They 

chose among a three-point Likert scale with the options agree, disagree or neutral.  Hence, 

students provided their opinion with 14 statements followed by two more questions related to 

the students’ role during the intervention as well as their preference for which method of 

teaching they felt more comfortable with. Researchers analyzed all of the data generated with 

these instruments and described in the previous chapter with a statistical software called 

MiniTab, Excel Spreadsheets and presented as tables and figures that included graphs, charts, 

boxplot charts, and histograms.  

6.2 Discussion: 
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6.2.1 Research Questions 

 

The Research Questions used in this study were the following:  

1. Does the flipped learning approach influence the scores of the weekly writing 

measures during the second part of the semester of a CEFR A1 English level course?  

This question was answered through the use of a within group equivalent time series 

quasi experimental design which gave the researchers the tools to analyze data between the 

pretest and the posttest and the intervention scores (Creswell, 2012).  Based on this design 

and since the minimum requirement of participants for approval of a research study was 30 

students and the aim was to work with writing skills at an A1 level EFL level class at a public 

university in Guayaquil, the researchers decided to work with one of the groups by the 

researcher 1 where there were 32 students registered. Researcher 2 was working with a 

higher-level classes in which students were beyond A1 level. As a result, the equivalent time 

series design helped to achieve the goal of using only one group as control and experimental 

one.  

During the first part of the semester, participants had their regular classes and the writing 

skills were part of the traditional teacher-centered teaching approach which involved teaching 

the basic steps in class, making students practice in groups and at home, and finally assigning 

homework and giving feedback on topics from classes.  Later, researchers informed the 

students about the project and asked them to be part of it. The processes to get their informed 

consent for participation as well as the permission by the institution let the researchers finish 

the plan of activities for the intervention (See Appendix 14.1). 

In the second part of the semester, the researchers made a special emphasis on guiding 

students through the process of developing writing skills using the flipped learning approach. 

The intervention took place over a five-week period in which students had a placement test to 

verify if they were A1 level. (See Appendix 14.2)  During the same week, the researchers 
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gave them the pre-test and started uploading the educational videos in the SIDWEB platform 

as the beginning of the intervention (See Appendix 13). 

 

Figure 14. YouTube video  

Students had to watch the short videos at home, answer a set of comprehension questions, 

come to class prepared to interact with their classmates, and take the leading role in their 

learning process. The weekly measurements gave the researchers a clear idea of the influence 

of the intervention on the students’ writing tasks as shown in Figure 4. Line graph individual 

scores per student from chapter 5.  

 The mean of the first week was 3.97, in the second week was 3.81, in the third week was 

4.03 and in the last week it was 3.81 again. Hence, the intervention had some beneficial effect 

on the scores that students obtained every week. In week 1, participants’ mean scores of 3.97 

surpassed the pre-test score of 2.94. From week 1 to week 2, the measurements scores went 

down 0.18, from week 2 to week 3 the scores went up again by 0.22, and from week 3 to 

week 4 the scores went back down 0.22. The interesting part of the global scores is that from 
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the final measurement to the posttest, the scores went up 0.48. Comparing the mean of the 

pretest (2.94) and the posttest (4.29) the researchers found a significant difference of 1.35, 

which clearly shows improvement in the scores obtained by participants in the weekly 

measurements.  

The aspects which cause the fluctuation among the weekly scores might be the source of 

further research in which the students’ preferences for personal topics may seem to yield 

higher scores compared to more general topics. The topics and prompts for the weekly 

measurements given had very close connection to the syllabus of the course. The topic for 

week 1 was to describe the participants’ daily activities and it was very easy for the students 

to handle. Measurement 2 topic related to the description of a participants’ person they 

admire and it was manageable for them.  The topic in weekly measurement 3 was about 

transportation and the results show the highest level of scores during the intervention; 

however, the topic in measurement 4 (write a postcard) produced the lowest score so 

researchers assumed that it was a little more complicated for the students (see Appendixes 

15.1, 15.2 & 15.3). The topic / prompt for both, the pre-test and post-test was exactly the 

same and it had to do with writing an email about going to a club, its location, activities done 

therein, and its cost. (See Appendix 7). The majority of students gained confidence in their 

writing skills and created an appropriate piece of writing complying with the requirements.  

However, two outliers are not in the quartiles 3 and 4 because of the low grades they obtained 

in the post-test as shown in Figure 3 in Chapter 5, Box-plot chart by evaluation. 

  

 2. What is the attitude of A1 level students in a public University in Guayaquil towards 

the flipped learning approach? 

Researchers gathered information about students’ attitudes through a Three Likert Scale 

questionnaire with 14 statements where participants could choose among the options agree, 
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neutral and disagree to respond to each statement (Chapter 5 Table 12).  Participants’ 

responses showed a favorable attitude towards most of the content of statements 1 to 10 

which were positively connected to the flipped learning approach (Chapter 5 Figure 10). 

Statement 3 that deals with students’ confidence when asking for clarifications after watching 

the videos obtained 22 positive responses which represents the highest percentage of positive 

attitude among this group of statements. Statement 6 describes students’ attitude towards the 

process of writing in class counting on their classmates and the teacher’s support and it 

obtained 15 positive responses plus 13 students who reported their neutral position. Statement 

7 that had to do with students’ giving opinion and feedback about their classmates’ pieces of 

writing, displays just 11 positive answers and 18 neutral. On the other hand, statements 11 to 

13 revealed students’ disagreement which favors the new approach. Finally, most of the 

students showed a neutral position in statement 14 which favors traditional teaching.    

 

6.2.2 Sub-Research Questions 

 

The Sub Research Questions were the following: 

1. Does the flipped learning approach contribute to improving students’ scores in the 

Post-Test Writing Task? 

This question had a positive response because at the end of the intervention,  16 

students achieved a score of 5, 12 got  and 1 student obtained 3; there were  two students who 

were unable to get a high score and actually got a lower score than the Pre-test because they 

lacked time the day of the posttest. They arrived very late to class. 

 

2. Are there any significant differences in the scores obtained in the pre-test and the 

post-test given to the participants in this study? 
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There are some significant differences in the scores obtained in the pretest and 

posttest. There is a difference of 1.35 between the mean of the pre-test and the mean of the 

post-test as shown in Chapter 5 Figures 3 to 5 as well as the histograms of the pre-test and 

post-test. (See Figure 5 Histogram Pretest and Figure 7 Histogram Posttest in Chapter 5) 

 

3. Are students in favor or against the use of the flipped learning approach to acquire 

basic writing skills in an A1 level course at a university in Guayaquil?    

In statement 1 from the Questionnaire given at the end of the intervention, 66% of 

students agreed that the flipped learning approach allows them to prepare before class. In 

statement 2, 55% of students agreed that they have enough time to acquire knowledge about 

the topics that will be covered in regular classes through the videos sent by the university 

platform (SIDWEB).  In statement 3, 76% of students feel more confident to ask for 

clarification after watching the videos. In statement 4, 62% of students feel more confident 

about the learning process due to the videos sent before class practices. In statement 5, 61% 

of students agreed that their writing strategies had improved because they have more time to 

apply knowledge in class. In statement 6, 52% of students responded they liked to write in 

class while the classmates support them and the teacher clarifies doubts. In statement 7, 62 % 

of students had a neutral opinion about their classmates’ giving them feedback and comments 

about their writing compared to the 38% of students that agreed. In statement 8, 72% of 

students think that the flipped learning approach provides many benefits. In the ninth 

statement, 72% of students feel that they are more in control of their learning through the 

familiarization of topics and having the opportunity to review them at their own pace. In the 

tenth statement, 52 % of students showed a neutral opinion about the flipped learning 

approach helping them to answer the Writing Task 9 (Test at the end of the Project) 

compared to the 41% of students who agreed and only 7 % expressed disagreement. 
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Considering that this approach is relatively new in the implementation in this university, and 

based on the results previously mentioned, it is interesting to notice that students are 

receptive to the shifting of the paradigms related to their habits and taking more control of 

their learning process.  Furthermore, the researchers envision that it will not take so long for 

students to feel empowered about their learning role in this new approach based on Vygotsky 

(1978) as cited by Hamdan et al., (2013) who stated that deliberately, the traditional 

classroom has shifted into a student-centered approach. Hence, during class time students 

explore and create more opportunities to learn, they are in control of their learning abilities 

outside the group, and teachers have the opportunity to increase the learners’ interaction, 

understanding and production. Educators in a flipped classroom assist learners to construct 

knowledge by guiding them in the deep exploration of topics. 

 

Participants were against the statements 11 to 14 which had a negative connotation 

towards the flipped learning approach, which reinforces their positive opinions, expressed in 

statements 1 to 10. Moreover, participants showed a higher level of preference for the flipped 

learning approach as proven by statement 16 where 18 students supported the approach 

compared to 11 who preferred the traditional method. Additionally, in question fifteen where 

participants had the opportunity to choose more than one  option to describe their role during 

the implementation of the flipped learning approach, there were 21 students who felt actively 

involved, 15 who felt responsible and independent, 7 felt motivated and only one felt passive 

and bored.  

 

 

Limitations of an equivalent time series design 
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Creswell (2012) states that in equivalent time series designs researchers have the 

opportunity to work with the same participants in both instances, as control and as 

experimental group. In an ideal case scenario, two groups of participants should be part of the 

research project.  However, convenience sampling allows researchers to work with the 

participants that are available. (Bryman, 2012) 

 

 Use of the Questionnaire - Justification 

The attitude questionnaire used at the end of the intervention allowed researchers to 

verify the information obtained in the different weekly measurements. Creswell (2003) 

mentions that may have the necessity to use a second form of data collection in this case 

qualitative to provide supportive information. 

 

Reliability and validity  

 The validity and reliability of the data obtained in this project rely on the fact that this 

study is the first one carried out at a public university in Guayaquil. Since the sample of 

participants came about the convenience.  Although the results are not generalizable, they 

serve as a reference.  
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusions. 

 

7.1 Summary of the Findings and Relationship to the Questions.   

 

The main findings of this research project were that participants had consecutive 

improvement in their weekly writing measurements.  Moreover, the pre-test and post-test 

scores had very significant positive differences. Additionally, the attitude questionnaire filled 

out by participants at the end of the intervention gave the researchers guidelines as to the way 

the flipped learning approach influenced students. Most of the answers favored the use of this 

approach and found benefits in it.  

 

7.2 Limitations of the Study.  

 

The main challenges in this study related to three or four participants who were not 

able to work on the pre-assignments before class, which confirmed their lack of interaction or 

low level of communication with the group. The positive aspect was that most of the 

members of the groups complied with the pre-assignments and consequently this enabled 

them to serve as tutors for low skilled students by using active learning strategies of the 

flipped learning approach. Another challenge was the time constraints that students normally 

have at the university level.  Hence, few participants missed classes on a regular basis. In 

some occasions, it was complicated to get all the students working together during the 

sessions.  

This quasi-experimental project within group time series design did not include a 

control group because of the circumstances and the equivalent time series design chosen 

enabled researchers to work with the same participants as control and experimental group 

(Creswell, 2012). For this reason, the results of this study are not generalizable  

.  
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7.3 Future directions and further areas for research.  

   

There should be more research studies done on the use of the flipped learning 

approach to teach EFL writing. Perhaps if students were able to register in the same 

consecutive level, the researchers could carry out a study about the development of their 

writing skills in the next levels. Unfortunately, students register for classes and randomly 

become part of a group at the public university where this study took place.  Thus, it is nearly 

impossible to keep track of their performance and development of writing skills in the next 

level of their language study.  

This study provided guidelines in the beginnings of the use of the flipped learning 

approach in A1 level course to teach writing. . However, researchers must conduct more 

studies to analyze the effects of this approach when applied in the teaching of writing skills 

in higher level courses.  It is possible to replicate it at higher levels to see if students favor the 

use of this approach 
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Appendix 7: Pre-test and Post-test used in the Project 
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Appendix 13—Sample of Activities planned by Researchers and uploaded as Pre-
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Appendix 14—Planning of the Intervention 
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Appendix 15—Measurements used during the intervention 
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Appendix 15.3—Measurement 3 
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Appendix 16—Questionnaire used as a guide by Farah (2014)
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Appendix 17—Questionnaire given to participants at the end of the intervention (Spanish) 
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Appendix 18—Results of Questionnaire given to participants at the end of the 

intervention 
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Appendix 20—Flipped Learning Approach Training and Follow up Sessions 

 

Appendix 20.1—Flipped Classroom Course by April Gudenrath, April 2016 
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Appendix 20.3—Follow up Session on Flipped Classroom with Staff from Portland 

State University May 2016 
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Appendix 21--Table 29 Types of Experimental Designs by Creswell (2012) 

Table 11.1 

Types of Experimental Designs 

 True 

Experiment 

Quasi 

Experiment 

Factorial Time Series Repeated 

Measures 

Single 

Subject 

Random assignment? Yes No May be used No No No 

Number of groups/ 

individuals compared? 

Two or 

more 

Two or 

more 

Two or more One group One group One 

individual 

studied at a 

time 

Number of interventions 

used? 

 

One or more 

intervention 

One or more 

intervention 

Two or more 

interventions 

One or more 

interventions 

Two or more 

interventions 

One or more 

intervention 

Number of times the 

dependent variables 

measured/ observed? 

Once Once Once After each 

intervention 

After each 

intervention 

Multiple 

points 

Control typically used Pretest, 

matching, 

blocking, 

covariates 

Pretest, 

matching, 

blocking, 

covariates 

Pretest, 

matching, 

blocking, 

covariates 

Group 

becomes its 

own controls 

Covariates Individuals 

become 

their own 

controls 

 

Note. Information about Types of Experimental Designs taken from Creswell, J. W. 

(2012). Educational research: Planning, conducting, and evaluating quantitative and 

qualitative research. 
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Appendix 22--Table 30-Threats to Internal Validity in Types of Experimental Designs 

by Creswell (2012) 

Table 11.2 

 True 

Experiment 

Quasi 

Experiment 

Factorial Time Series Repeated 

Measures 

Single 

Subject 

To Participants: 

History Controlled Potential 
threat 

Controlled, if 
random 

assignment 

May be a 
threat of 

short 
intervals not 

used 

May be a 
threat of short 

intervals not 
used 

Potential 
threat 

Maturation Controlled Potential 
threat 

Controlled, 
random 

assignment 

Can be 
controlled if 

pattern 
detected 

Controlled Controlled 

Regression Controlled Potential 

threat 

Controlled, 

random 
assignment 

Can be 

controlled if 
unusual, 
scores 

noticed 

Controlled Controlled 

Selection Controlled Potential 

threat 

Controlled, if 

random 
assignment 

Controlled Controlled Controlled 

Mortality Controlled Potential 

threat 

Controlled, if 

random 
assignment 

Can be 

controlled if 
dropouts 
noted 

Controlled Controlled 

Interaction of selection 
and maturation, history, 

and instrumentation 
 

Controlled Potential 
threat 

Controlled, if 
random 

assignment 

Controlled Controlled Controlled 

To Procedures: 

 

Testing Potential 

threat if pre- 
and posttest 
used 

Potential 

threat if pre- 
and posttest 
used 

Potential 

threat if pre- 
and posttest 
used 

With 

repeated 
measures and 
observations 

before 
(interrupted 
design), 

likely to 
diminish 

over time 

Potential 

threat if pre- 
and posttest 
used 

Controlled 

Instrumentation Potential 
threat if 

instrument or 
observational 
procedures 

change  

Potential 
threat if 

instrument or 
observational 
procedures 

change  

Potential 
threat if 

instrument or 
observational 
procedures 

change  

Can be 
controlled if 

procedures 
monitored 

Can be 
controlled if 

procedures 
monitored 

May be a 
threat if 

multiple 
interventions 
used 

Note. Information about Threats to Internal Validity in Types of Experimental Designs taken 

from Creswell, J. W. (2012). Educational research: Planning, conducting, and evaluating 

quantitative and qualitative research. 


